opposite: Ornamental kale blooming with muted purples is a

reminder of the woodsy outdoors that first attracted Michelle
Young to the unfinished home. this photo: To brighten the
kitchen, crisp white cabinetry balances bulky exposed beams.
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A California family finds a
welcome escape from city life
in a new home amid the trees.
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The home’s framework was only a quarter finished when
Michelle Young stumbled upon the property, but she could
see it already: the front door just minutes from a private
community ski lift, the great-room for enjoying a crackling
fire and entertaining friends, and the bathtub for soaking
on quiet nights. With two young children and little time to
spare, Michelle and her husband, Frank, quickly decided
to purchase the partially constructed house. “We didn’t
want to spend three years building a vacation home from
scratch, when now is when we have the flexibility to take
our kids out of school and go on family trips,” Michelle
says. “This way, we were moved in within the year.”
Becoming involved in the Tahoe property’s build during
its early stages allowed Michelle the freedom to select
some features and finishes, making the place her own.
But it was the home’s existing midcentury modern rear
elevation that she originally fell in love with. “The idea
was to blend the modern with the rustic,” Michelle says. “I
wanted it to just be very serene, and very focused on the
outside. Half the structure is glass, so you have all these
spectacular views.”
In winter, small ski-clad dots can be seen whizzing down
the Northstar mountainside. In summer, woodpeckers
hammer from morning until night. It’s an area so busy

with human and wildlife activity that it’s easy to focus
on the outdoors. “I wanted the decor to be very neutral
and comfortable, so you could look past it and just look
outside,” Michelle says. “I just wanted it to be livable
and functional.”
Although Michelle’s selection of browns and grays may
be neutral, you can’t look past the decor’s charm. A lot of
the character comes from old beams used as architectural
accents, like the fireplace’s mantel, the kitchen island’s
paneling, and the master bath’s accent wall. Even the
staircase and catwalk are made from the same reclaimed
wood, which came from an old Lake Tahoe pier. “Most of
that pier is in our house now,” Michelle says with a laugh.
“They were able to find a ton of wood down there and use
it in some really unique ways.”
For resources, see page 96.

opposite: Wood salvaged from a local pier was repurposed to
construct much of the home’s interior woodwork, such as the
fireplace’s mantel. A cabinet next to the firebox cleverly hides a TV.
above: The back of the home is almost completely glass, giving
the exterior a midcentury modern feel and the homeowners plenty
of views. An upper-level deck is Michelle’s favorite place to spend
summer nights.
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Maintenance-Free Living

Homeowner Michelle Young’s top priority when designing her family’s vacation
home was to keep everything practical for a family with two young children and a
dog. Here’s how she did it:
DECORATE WITH ARCHITECTURE, NOT COLLECTIBLES. Rather than
clutter family living areas with breakable items, Michelle built the decor into the
architecture with durable materials like wood and metal.
CONSTRUCT A DURABLE EXTERIOR. Architect Keith Kelly took Michelle’s
needs to heart when selecting the exterior’s materials. “We used a weathered
wood that should never need a stain,” Kelly says. “It’s all about materials that look
natural and indigenous to the area but provide a low-maintenance exterior.”
CHOOSE EVERGREEN ACCENTS. Small potted evergreens in the kitchen and
succulents in bell jars on the dining table require little watering and attention. “I
wanted greenery where I could walk into the house after traveling three hours to get
there, and not have to see dead plants,” Michelle says. “No one wants to clean right
when they arrive home.”

clockwise, from top left: To
lighten the kitchen and tie in
rustic elements on a smaller
scale, Michelle opted for open
shelving near the windows. A
sculptural wood chandelier lights
the stairway. Shiplap siding and
a custom-made stone sink create
a charming powder room. A
terrariumlike display of bell jars
is Michelle’s hack for “plants that
are going to last, look good, and
require no maintenance.” Flecks
of brown, white, and gray in the
kitchen’s backsplash tile pick up
hues from the home’s abundance
of natural wood. An upper-level
catwalk spans the great-room.

this photo: The dining table looks out to a
patio complete with a kitchenette, casual
seating, heat lamps, and a fireplace that
welcomes the Youngs to the great outdoors.
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modern
farm made

lesson When decorating with
number wood, keep it subtle. Strike

8

a balance between warmth
and roughness with textures
like nubby-but-soft linen
and sleek metals to contrast
with the rough wood.

above: A bunk room for

Michelle’s 5- and 7-yearold offers a bit of color in
the mostly neutral home.
“They like much, much
more color than I do,”
Michelle says. Built-ins
wrap a window in practical
storage. right: The Youngs
are busy entertainers,
often inviting friends
from their hometown just
outside of San Francisco.
A compact bar area tucked
into the staircase is a
handy workstation during
get-togethers. far right:
A guest room doubles as
a designated space for
tackling homework at
the built-in desk and
window seat.
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opposite: In the master bedroom, a hide rug mimics rustic
wood siding, and a full wall of windows welcomes the
morning light. this photo: To bring the warmth felt in the
rest of her home into the master bath, Michelle used more
reclaimed wood to panel the vanity wall and continued
the home’s wood floors—they mingle with tile near the
tub and shower—into the bath.
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